GNI Response to CER Draft Decision on the
Future of the Gas Entry Tariff Regime
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Executive Summary

GNI welcomes the CER’s draft decision document on the future of the gas entry tariff regime.
The CER has undertaken a significant amount of quantitative analysis using its own modelling. GNI has been
developing a model which models the system at a greater level of detail, and has used this model to replicate
the CER’s results. Our modelling confirms the CER’s key quantitative findings.
The CER has evaluated the different methodologies under discussion according to four criteria which map well
to the requirements of European legislation: stability, predictability, equity and the promotion of effective
competition. Using these as a basis we agree with the criteria and that the matrix methodology is the most
appropriate for the Irish network compared to the alternative of the CWDA:






in terms of stability, our modelling confirms the CER’s conclusion that the matrix methodology performs
better;
in terms of predictability, both approaches can be made to be predictable by measures associated with
transparency of modelling and inputs;
in terms of equity, the matrix methodology seems likely to lead to the lowest overall prices for customers
and hence appears most appropriate from the viewpoint of the development of the gas market in Ireland;
and
in terms of the promotion of effective competition, since the matrix methodology is based on forward
looking long run marginal costs (in line with the CER’s previously established principles), we believe it should
facilitate more effective competition. It is also in line with the draft Network Code requirement that
“incremental costs shall be used to reflect the costs of expanding the existing transmission system in cases
such as… a change in supply sources.”

In relation to specific issues raised by the CER’s draft decision document:










we believe the CER’s proposal to estimate the cost of counter flows in the same way as for forward flows
in order to create more stable charges is reasonable;
we agree with the approach proposed for definition of an annuitisation factor, though we would suggest
that shrinkage related opex is not included in the calculation;
we agree with the proposed approach to defining expansion constants;
the 100/0 capacity / commodity split should be implemented in line with the final Network Code and that
a transition period may be desirable;
we support the move to a 50/50 entry / exit split as being in line with the draft Network Code and the CER’s
previous decision that the network assets are a single system. Given the CER already reached a clear
decision on this fundamental point, we support a move to 50/50 entry /exit and this should be implemented
from Oct 2015;
we agree with the principle of a discount to storage entry charges, but at a level less than 100% - we suggest
that storage should pay a charge equal to an estimate of the incremental costs it causes;
we believe the Isle of Man should pay the standard Moffat regulated entry charge; and
we agree with the proposed approach to other interconnection points.

The CER is consulting separately on issues related to the Corrib link line, and we will respond to issues relating
to the tarification of the link line in our response to that consultation.
Finally, we note that the timeline for the process is important. The CER needs to ensure that a decision is made
on the methodology in June 2015 in order to allow tariffs to be set using the new approach in October 2015.
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Introduction

GNI is pleased to have this opportunity to respond to the CER’s draft decision document on the future of the gas
entry tariff regime. In this response we:
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set out the results of modelling which we have undertaken to support and validate the CER’s quantitative
analysis;
set out our views on the most appropriate tarification methodology for Ireland, along with our rationale for
same;
provide comments on a number of specific points raised by the CER’s document; and
provide an overall summary
Modelling of tariff options

The CER has undertaken a significant amount of quantitative analysis, which has been both presented to the
NTLG and set out in the draft decision document. The CER states in the draft decision that “it should be noted
that the model developed by CER will not be used to set actual tariff levels, but rather only for the purposes of
consulting on methodologies & inputs.”
Separate to the CER’s modelling exercise, GNI has developed a more detailed tariff model which will be used to
set tariffs once the approach has been determined by the CER in consultation with industry. Although both
models are based on the same methods one of the important differences between the models is that GNI’s
model represents each of the entry and exit points as a single individual node, reflecting accurately its location
on the system. This contrasts to the CER’s model which represents groups of exit nodes together at notionally
located “aggregate” nodes.
It is clearly important to ensure that, where the CER has drawn conclusions on the appropriate tariff
methodology from quantitative analysis, the results of GNI’s more detailed modelling exercise confirm or at
least are consistent with those emerging from the CER’s model. If the results were not consistent, it could
indicate that the outcomes expected by the CER would not emerge in practice.
The CER’s draft decision document sets out clearly three criteria for the assessment of the tariff methodologies
– namely:




stability;
predictability; and
equity & promote effective competition.

The CER’s consultation paper places significant emphasis on its modelling results to draw conclusions on:



stability, in particular assessing the extent to which tariffs may vary across the different gas supply scenarios
modelled; and
equity, in particular assessing the potential “diversity premium” which might accrue, and hence whether
an equitable balance is being struck between producers and consumers.

We have therefore sought to replicate the analysis undertaken by the CER using our model, in particular focusing
on stability and the level of the diversity premium.
3.1

GNI Modelling results: matrix

GNI present its results for the matrix methodology alongside those from the CER modelling (as set out in Table
9.3 in the CER’s draft decision document) below.
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Table 1. Comparison of CER and GNI modelling, matrix approach
CER (GNI)

Moffat

Inch

Sc 1

€617 (€618)

€480 (€418)

Sc 2

€742 (€762)

€605 (€562)

Sc 3

€686 (€721)

€549 (€520)

Sc 4

€631 (€679)

Sc 5

€594 (€606)

Shannon

Corrib

€588 (€577)
€561 (€533)

€532 (€535)

€507 (€491)
€440 (€420)

Source: CER, GNI

As the table shows, the two models produce results with a consistent pattern. The majority of the results are
within 5% of each other. The most significant differences relate to the Inch entry point. The differences in
relation to the Inch entry point reflect that in the GNI model, gas from Inch flows to a variety of exit points, some
close to Inch and some further away. In the CER’s model, gas flows from Inch all flow to an aggregated exit node
at some distance to Inch. The location of the aggregated node therefore determines the level of cost associated
with Inch flows – if the aggregated node were moved in the CER’s model, the results would come closer into line
with those in the GNI model.
3.2

GNI Modelling results: CWDA

GNI present its results of the CWDA methodology alongside those from the CER modelling (as set out in Figure
7.1 in the CER’s draft decision document) below.
Table 2. Comparison of CER and GNI modelling, CWDA approach
CER (GNI)

Moffat

Inch

Sc 1

€621 (€621)

€307 (€328)

Sc 2

€901 (€876)

€445 (€462)

Sc 3

€872 (€839)

€431 (€443)

Sc 4

€799 (€768)

Sc 5

€646 (€636)

Shannon

Corrib

€495 (€510)
€495 (€506)

€479 (€489)

€454 (€463)
€355 (€371)

Source: CER, GNI

Again, the table shows the two models produce a consistent pattern. All but one of the results are within 5% of
each other.
3.3

Modelling results: GNI conclusions

Based on GNI’s quantitative analysis above, the CER’s conclusions in relation to the stability of tariffs and the
diversity premium appear robust.
The table below presents a number of measures of the stability of tariffs across scenarios:
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The range (the maximum tariff less the minimum tariff) as a proportion of the average; and
The standard deviation of the tariffs across all scenarios as a proportion of the average.

It is clear from the table that the CER’s conclusion that the CWDA methodology is substantially less stable than
the matrix is supported by our modelling results.
Table 3. Stability of tariffs
Moffat

Inch

Shannon

Corrib

CWDA: range / average

0.34

1.87

2.61

1.86

CWDA: standard deviation / average

0.15

0.94

1.37

0.93

Matrix: range / average

0.23

0.29

0.08

0.31

Matrix: standard deviation / average

0.1

0.15

0.06

0.16

Source: GNI

Similarly, we present below the average diversity premium across scenarios for each of the non-Moffat entry
points.
Table 4. Level of diversity premium
Inch

Shannon

Corrib

CWDA

€367

€319

€327

Matrix

€200

€188

€186

Source: GNI

It is clear that the CER’s conclusion (that the diversity premium is significantly lower under the matrix
methodology than under CWDA) is supported by our modelling results.

4

Appropriate tarification methodology

GNI believes that the matrix approach is the appropriate tarification methodology for the Irish network. We are
therefore supportive of the conclusion reached by the CER in their draft decision document.
As we note above, the CER sets out three key criteria against which possible tariff methodologies are to be
assessed. We believe the criteria are reasonable, and map well to the requirements of European legislation. In
particular, the draft Network Code requires that the choice of methodology “should be guided by considerations
of cost-reflectivity, transparency, non-discrimination and stability of transmission tariffs” and ACER’s Framework
Guidelines suggested that the choice would depend on “cost reflectivity, locational signals, transparency, and
tariff stability”.
In comparison to these requirements, the CER explicitly considers stability of transmission tariffs as a criterion.
The other criteria set out in the draft Network Code relate well to the CER’s criteria:



predictability requires high levels of transparency in relation to the method and its inputs; and
promoting effective competition requires arrangements to be:
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o

o

cost-reflective (including in relation to locational signals) in order that shippers face the costs
they impose on the network and that competition therefore results in the sources of gas which
are cheapest from an overall perspective entering first; and
non-discriminatory, in order that all sources of gas face network charges which are on the same
basis, and that competition again results in the cheapest sources of gas entering first.

By including a consideration of equity, the CER’s criteria also firmly embed the customer interest in the choice
of tariff methodology.
It is important to note that the final assessment of methodologies against these criteria will inevitably involve
the use of some degree of judgement, as there may be inherent tensions between them. For example, to be
fully cost reflective in order to promote effective competition might require increased complexity in the tariff
methodology, which might make tariffs either less predictable or less stable. However, this is entirely
appropriate, and has been recognised as an issue in a number of other situations1.
The draft Network Code requires the assessment of the benefits of a proposed methodology against “the
benefits of one or more alternative methodologies”. GNI believes it is reasonable for the CER to use these criteria
to evaluate the matrix methodology against a counterfactual of the CWDA approach. We agree with the CER
that, in such an evaluation, the matrix methodology performs better:






in terms of stability, as we note above, our modelling confirms the CER’s conclusion that the matrix
methodology performs better;
in terms of predictability, both approaches can be made to be predictable by shippers through publication
of models and relevant inputs, such that all parties can perform “what if” calculations in relation to tariffs;
in terms of equity, it is important that the chosen methodology supports the overall development of the
gas market in Ireland. The CER has previously stated that “in considering the appropriate course of action,
the CER‟s primary duty is to protect the interests of consumers, both current and future. Generally this
means ensuring that the cost of gas to consumers is at the lowest possible level that is commensurate with
secure supplies.” GNI agrees with this position. We believe that the matrix methodology is likely to lead to
the lowest cost of gas to customers and hence is most appropriate in this sense; and
in terms of the promotion of effective competition, since the matrix methodology is based on forward
looking long run marginal costs (in line with the CER’s previously established principles), we believe it should
facilitate more effective competition. It is also in line with the draft Network Code requirement that
“incremental costs shall be used to reflect the costs of expanding the existing transmission system in cases
such as… a change in supply sources.”

Beyond these criteria, we believe the matrix methodology conforms to both the principles established in
CER/12/087 and sound economic principles relating to tarification. In particular:




1

the matrix considers a single system of which the ICs are an integral part, and the costs of the existing
network will be recovered through tariffs calculated in a way to ensure economic efficiency;
tariffs are based on forward looking long run marginal costs, in order to encourage shippers to consider
their future impact on system costs when determining their own actions; and
the differential in entry tariff levels will reflect differences in long run marginal costs and will not be affected
by the rescaling mechanism to recover allowed revenue.

For example, “Literature review: principles of tariff setting and revenue recovery for network monopolies in the absence of significant
network capacity constraints, including questions about long-term and short-term access pricing”, as published by Ofgem in April 2014.
The report states “When choosing among these alternative approaches, regulators have often been confronted with a series of further tensions and trade‐offs…
They have also included issues associated with: fairness and non--‐discrimination; participation, entry, and the development of competition in related markets;
and with the complexity of any charging arrangements. The number of these trade‐offs and tensions suggest that, in practice, a single set of charging arrangements
is unlikely to satisfy all relevant pricing objectives simultaneously.”
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GNI, and the CER, have always been clear that TSO revenue recovery is critical in order to ensure the efficient
ongoing development of the gas network. This was a key aspect of the CER’s decision in CER/12/087. It will
therefore be important that the next stages of development of the methodology are progressed in a way which
is consistent with the network being viewed as a single system, with a single RAB to be recovered.

5

Commentary on points raised by CER document

In this section, we set out our comments on both the specific questions raised by the CER in the draft decision
document as well as on other points raised in the analysis.
5.1

Discount for counterflows

The CER requests feedback on the application of negative expansion constants to counter flows.
The CER proposes some positive expansion constants to represent the cost of expanding the network to
accommodate incremental flows in the direction of prevailing flows.
It would be possible to apply the negative of these expansion constants to estimate the benefit of counter flows
(incremental flows against the prevailing flow), effectively assuming that counter flows immediately remove the
need for some investment. However, as the CER notes, the draft Network Code would not appear to support
this approach. The Network Code states that, under the matrix approach, the unit cost of transmission should
be calculated as the product of two values:



“the unit cost for transmission … where the direction of the gas flow is prevailing”; and
“the constant, the value of which shall be … no less than 0 and no more than 1.”

The draft Network Code only appears to recognise the potential for the expansion constant for counter flows to
be between zero and the full value of the expansion constant used for flows with the prevailing direction (rather
than the negative of this expansion constant).
In relation to this choice, a positive cost for counter flows will result in more stable charges across gas supply
scenarios. This is borne out by the CER’s quantitative analysis, which demonstrates that the gap between Moffat
and other entry points (notably Inch) varies more with a zero expansion constant for counter flows than with a
positive expansion constant.
On this basis, GNI believes the CER’s proposal to not provide counter flows with a discount is reasonable given
the assessment criteria.
5.2

Annuitisation factor

The CER invites feedback on the approach taken to defining an annuitisation factor. GNI believes that the overall
approach taken by the CER is appropriate, and supports its use to calculate an annual cost related to the mix of
capex and opex involved in (notionally) expanding the network to accommodate new flows.
In terms of the detail of the calculation, we note that the cost of shrinkage gas is recovered outside the
transmission tariff. We would therefore suggest that the opex associated with shrinkage gas is taken out of the
calculation of annuitised expansion costs.
5.3

Expansion constants

The CER has proposed an approach and specific values for “wet” and “dry” expansion constants.
GNI believes the approach taken to modelling the expansion constants and the inputs used are reasonable, in
that they reflect the costs and the technical capabilities of representative pipeline and compressor
combinations. In particular, they reflect the significantly higher capacity which the “wet” system pipelines
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provide relative to those on the dry system, meaning that while the absolute cost of the two systems differ
materially, the difference in unit costs is much less marked.
GNI believes that it is reasonable to include compressor costs as compression is critical to ensuring delivery of
gas to customers. The vast majority of the compression in Ireland is located at Moffat. This is a result of the
way in which the system has developed over time – if compression was not located at Moffat, more “onshore”
compression would be required. We therefore believe it is reasonable to include the costs of compression in
the expansion constants.
GNI does not believe it would be appropriate to include costs associated with a planning margin in the calculation
of expansion constants. While the system as a whole is built to ensure capacity is available in extreme
conditions, GNI does not believe it is appropriate to assume that each and every incremental flow would require
a specific margin and that individual assets should be constructed to deliver specific outcomes, i.e. demand
and/or security of supply.
5.4

Capacity / commodity split

The CER asks whether stakeholders can propose “principles to determine the appropriate capacity commodity
split” or whether this split should be “solely be driven by the results of an impact assessment”.
The draft Network Code envisages that “transmission services revenue shall be recovered by transmission tariffs
which are capacity-based” but that flow based charges shall be “levied for the purpose of covering the costs
mainly driven by the quantity of the gas flow”.
The majority of GNI’s costs are fixed with only an element of GNI’s transmission cost base varying with
throughput, for example because of gas used in compression. The principle to determine the appropriate split
of charges is relatively clear. The level of flow-based charge should be set to recover the total costs which vary
based on flow. If these are covered in their totality by the shrinkage charge, no further flow based charges
should be levied.
The majority of such costs are currently recovered in shrinkage charges levied on all shippers outside of the
Transmission Tariff. GNI therefore understands that there is a logic and an economic basis to moving to a 100%
capacity based transmission charge.
However, GNI recognises that there is a practical implementation issue. As the CER points out, a move to 100/0
might have distributional consequences, in particular for loads with profiled consumption. Therefore, GNI is of
the view that the split should be implemented in line with the final Network Code and that a transition period
may be desirable.
5.5

Entry/exit split

The CER asks whether stakeholders “can propose principles to determine the appropriate entry exit split” or
whether this decision should “solely be driven by the results of an impact assessment.”
We believe that the removal of the current distinction between the onshore and offshore assets and treating
the interconnectors as an integral part of the transmission system is fundamental to the new tariff approach.
This was already decided by the CER as part of CER/12/087.
The need for a clear entry / exit split is a direct consequence of this decision. The move to a 50/50 split is one
which has been clearly set out in a number of documents:





in CER/12/087 itself, the CER describes the tariff option which they choose (option 5) as involving “total
required transmission revenues … [being] allocated 50:50 between entry and exit” and states that “the CER
remains of the view that an overall 50:50 split of network cost allocation charges between entry and exit
points is appropriate”;
in CER/14/127, the CER reinforces this point, noting that “the CER is of the view that the general principle
of a 50:50 split between entry and exit will be followed. This would require the required entry/exit split to
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be an input into the calculation of tariffs. Decision Paper CER/12/087 stated that a 50:50 split between entry
and exit was preferred”; and
the draft Network Code states that the default assumption for the entry/exit split shall be 50/50.

The implementation of a 50/50 split is a direct consequence of CER/12/087 and the CER’s preference was already
made clear at the time that document was published. We would not, therefore, support any transition in
relation to the move to this enduring entry/exit split.
5.6

Treatment of storage

In the draft decision, the CER states that it does not propose to change the current exit regime (under which
storage receives a 100% discount) and that the CER “is minded to provide a discount on Storage entry tariffs”.
The CER invites “feedback on the discount level for Storage entry.”
In principle GNI agrees with the CER that there should be a discount on entry and exit charges for storage.
However, we believe a 100% discount could result in storage being cross-subsidised by other users. The use of
storage can result in incremental costs to the network, and storage sites should at least face these charges. The
key question is whether storage should share with other network user’s costs in excess of these incremental
costs (i.e. the efficiently incurred sunk costs in the network in excess of long run marginal costs).
Economic theory suggests that such efficiently incurred sunk costs should be recovered in a way which avoids
changing behaviour (because there is nothing that future behaviour can do to influence sunk costs). This is why
recovery of efficiently incurred sunk costs is usually achieved by charging all users the same annual charge (e.g.
the rescaling process), as it will then not influence any individual user’s behaviour relative to the market as a
whole.
However, this approach may not be appropriate for storage.
Charging efficiently incurred sunk costs to some users may not have a (significant) effect on behaviour. However,
a higher charge for storage entry capacity may be sufficient to erode the expected margin from storing gas and
result in a reduction in annual utilisation of the site. Similarly, any commodity charge to a storage site will reduce
the spread between low and high prices achieved by the storage user, and will reduce utilisation accordingly.
If storage is charged an entry charge which reflects recovery of efficiently incurred sunk costs and this resulted
in reduced utilisation, Irish customers would suffer. This is because the storage site would have inefficiently low
utilisation (because the utilisation would reflect historic and not forward looking costs), and as a result
customers would have to pay for more expensive gas supplies at peak. For this reason, other jurisdictions (e.g.
GB) avoid charging storage for anything above incremental costs2.
GNI would therefore suggest that storage should face a charge which relates to the incremental costs as
calculated by the matrix model up to but not including the rescaling step (which is the point at which recovery
of efficiently incurred sunk costs is factored into charges).
5.7

Treatment of the Isle of Man

The CER asks for feedback on the treatment of the Isle of Man, which receives all its gas from the Moffat entry
point.
The Isle of Man books entry capacity at Moffat in the same way as other users. They have historically faced
changes in the regulated tariff which applies from time to time. In the absence of reform to entry tariffs, they
would face even greater volatility. As the CER notes in their consultation document, in a “do nothing” scenario,
the Moffat charge would increase significantly (the CER calculations indicate potential levels of €981 per peak
day MWh).
2

Ofgem’s recent proposals to ensure cost recovery through “fully floating capacity charges” exempt storage from these charges for just
such a reason. Storage would continue to have to buy capacity in an auction, reflecting the forward looking value of capacity.
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GNI believes that the approach which would be most consistent with the arrangements put in place and agreed
with the Isle of Man authorities would be to continue to charge them the regulated Moffat entry charge, which
going forward would be calculated on the basis of the matrix approach.
5.8

Treatment of Interconnection Points (IPs)

The CER notes that the draft Network Code requires that the same methodology is used to set tariffs (or reserve
prices) at IPs as is used elsewhere on the network, in order to ensure that there is no undue discrimination
against flows at such points.
The CER also proposes to continue the current approach of postalising exit charges for domestic exit points only.
This is permitted by the draft Network Code which states that “equalisation shall be carried out by applying the
same reference price within a homogenous group of entry or exit points”, and gives domestic exit points as an
example of such a homogeneous group.
We understand this would imply that IPs (the exit to the SNP at Gormanston and that to the SNIP at Twynholm)
are treated separately from domestic exit points, and are charged their modelled tariffs (appropriately rescaled).

6

Summary

In summary, we agree with the overall conclusion that the CER has reached that the matrix methodology is the
most appropriate for the Irish network in terms of stability, predictability, equity and the promotion of
competition.
We agree with the CER’s proposed treatments of counter flow costs, the definition of an annuitisation factor,
and the calculation of expansion constants. We support the move to a 50/50 entry/exit split, and do not believe
that a transition is necessary or desirable. We also support the move to a 100/0 capacity / commodity split, and
believe that some transition may be beneficial.
We agree with the principle of a discount to storage charges, but at a level less than 100%. We believe that the
Isle of Man should pay the standard Moffat regulated entry charge.
Finally, we note that the timeline for the process is important. The CER needs to ensure that a decision is made
on methodology in June 2015 in order to allow tariffs to be set using the new approach in October 2015.
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